2020 SC ASSOCIATION OF CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
SC HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATORS
DIVISION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

PRESIDENT: LUCIA WATSON
CONWAY HIGH SCHOOL
EMAIL: lwatson@horrycountyschools.net

PRESIDENT-ELECT: KAREN EDWARDS
SPRING HILL HIGH SCHOOL
EMAIL: kledwards@lexrich5.org

IMMEDIATE PAST-CHAIR: RHONDA EVATT
ANDERSON INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
EMAIL: revatt@anderson4.org

SECRETARY: TINA ALLEMOND
WHITE KNOLL HIGH SCHOOL
EMAIL: tallemond@lexington1.net

TREASURER: DEBBIE TEOUSCH
PENDLETON HIGH SCHOOL
EMAIL: dteusch@anderson4.org

REPORTER: ANGEL CLARK
SC DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
PHONE: (803) 734-0372
ACLARK@ED.SC.GOV

PUBLICITY COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVE: ANGEL CLARK
SC DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
PHONE: (803) 734-0372
ACLARK@ED.SC.GOV

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVES: DEBBIE TEOUSCH
PENDLETON HIGH SCHOOL
PHONE: (864) 403-2100
dteusch@anderson4.org